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number of interacting particles for three different 

values of the amplitude of driving Ad at driving 

frequency ω = 0 .2. One advantage of performing 

molecular dynamics simulation is that information 

about particles’ positions and velocities can be 

known from the first principles and dynamics of 

the system can be extracted at both local and 

global scales. However, this information comes at 

the price of storing a large amount of data. In 

Figure 2, local information of the particles’ aver-

age position can be seen in the form of oscilla-

tions which are large for the large amplitude of 

the periodic drive, while on a global time scale i.e. 

throughout total simulation time, forward motion is 

observed. The simulation data has been obtained 

using 32 cores with a run time of 13 hours. The 

above plot has been generated using 500000 

data points amounting to 17 Mb of data. 

      We conclude that it is possible to achieve di-

rected motion in the absence of any net force in 

the system with the help of a ratchet mechanism. 

This detailed published results are available in 

[3].  
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I 
n non-equilibrium systems, transport is a 

widely studied phenomenon. In a macro-

scopic world, a ball rolls down an inclined 

plane due to potential difference, heat flow occurs 

from hotter end of a rod to colder end of the rod 

due to thermal gradient, osmosis is known to occur 

due to concentration gradient, electric current flows 

due to potential difference. In these examples, 

forces in the form of gradients are involved to gen-

erate directed flow or motion in the system. Hence, 

force-free or gradient-free systems are known not 

to lead to directed motion at macroscopic scales. At 

microscales, thermal fluctuations become domi-

nant, therefore it requires incessant input of energy 

to maintain gradients at such scales. The order of 

input energy to perform work is continually washed 

out by thermal fluctuations. Hence transport mech-

anism becomes complex. But, surprisingly, protein 

motors in our body can 

transport cargo or ener-

gy packets across mi-

crotubules in the face of 

inescapable thermal 

noise. What happens to 

transport at microscales? Can the same idea of 

transport via gradients be implemented at a mi-

croscale? Will transport be efficient? In this article, 

we talk about the transport mechanisms at scales 

as small as a living cell.  Inspired by the fascinating 

mechanism by which protein motors move in the 

face of thermal noise, many physicists are working 

to understand these molecular motors . Among the 

various models proposed to explain the working of 

molecular motors, the Brownian motor is one such 

model [1]. A Brownian motor combines Brownian 

motion with an external asymmetric profile called 

ratchet to help achieve directed motion.  But asym-

metry alone cannot lead to directed motion until 

unless time-reversal symmetry is broken. In litera-

ture, asymmetric periodic forces in combination 

with Brownian motion are considered as an arche-

type for bio-engines that work on chemical synthe-

sis and conformational changes [2]. 

      We have performed 2D Langevin simulations 

on Yukawa particles to demonstrate the emer-

gence of directed motion in a system dominated 

by fluctuations [3]. We have used an in-house 

developed parallelized version of MPMD (Multi- 

Potential Molecular Dynamics) code. The code 

was modified to include ratchet 

profile, time-periodic drive, and 

related diagnostics to perform 

measurements on the system. 

Figure 1 shows the ratchet pro-

file used in this study. The simu-

lation is carried out with 1024 particles in a 32 x 

27.71 box with periodic boundary conditions 

along with both directions on ANTYA HPC Clus-

ter. We used the Leapfrog integration scheme 

with step size 0.001 for the time integrating the 

equation of motion for each particle. 

      Yukawa system act as an interesting ‘test bed’ 

for investigating ratchet dynamics owing to its 

ease in tuning the interaction radius via screen-

ing length and its experimental viability through 

dusty plasma experiments. We use a time-

periodic drive to take the system out of equilibri-

um which in combination with thermal fluctua-

tions help break time-reversal symmetry. The 

beauty of this study is that directed motion can 

be achieved even if all the external forces in-

volved has zero spatial-temporal average. Fig. 2 

shows the time evolution of the average position 

of the system defined through average over a 
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Figure 2: Time evolution of average position of system of interacting particles for three differ-

ent values of amplitudes of driving strengths Ad at driving frequency ω = 0.2, (a) For Ad = 0.50 
average distance travelled in x-direction is 15L in 5000 τ0, (b) For Ad = 1.60 average distance 

travelled in x-direction is 1900L in 5000 τ0 , (c) For Ad = 4.50 average distance travelled in x-
direction is 330L in 5000 τ0. 
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3 Figure 1: Diagram of Rocking Ratchet U(x,t) and form of Ratchet profile UR(x).  

(a) Diagram of time dependent Ratchet (rocking Ratch-
et), U(x,t) = UR (x) -Ad cos(ωt)x. The form for Ratchet 
profile UR(x) is shown in (b).  

(b) Ratchet profile over one spatial period is shown in 
blue. UR(x) = -(sin(2πx/L) + 0.25 sin(4πx/L)). In normal-
ised units ΔU = 1 . 
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For users not so much familiar with the Linux terminal command line and feel 
there are just too many things to learn before doing anything with MATLAB on 
ANTYA HPC cluster, then this part-3 of the MATLAB article shows the sim-
plest way to use MATLAB through a web interface. MATLAB users need to 
have an HPC account in ANTYA and the same details are required on the 
login page of the web interface (Altair Access). This part-3 of the MATLAB 
series will demonstrate through snapshots how MATLAB can be accessed on 
ANTYA through a web interface. First open the URL in your local browser, 
provide your login credentials. To open a MATLAB session, click on 
"Sessions" Tab and then click on "Matlab". This will submit a job on the visual-
ization node of ANTYA.  
Web Interface URL: https://10.20.39.6:4443/pbsworks/login 
 

 

pgcc => nvc 

pgc++ => nvc++ 

pgfortran and pgf90 => nvfortran  

Effect of Turbulence on Impurity 
Transport in Boundary Region 

of a Tokamak 

Pic Credit: Shrish Raj   

The figure shows an induced inward shift of the 

radiation cooling front with an increase in magnet-
ic curvature induced effective gravity obtained 
with non-linear 2D BOUT++ simulation of plasma-

impurity interaction in the tokamak boundary for 
nitrogen gas seeding conditions. The vertical dot-

ted line indicates the edge-to-SOL transition.  

Data is obtained from BOUT++ code simulations on 

ANTYA and plotted with Python scripts. 

HPC P ICT URE OF T HE 

MONT H  

T IP OF T HE MONT H  

Did you know that PGI Compilers suite was 
rebranded and packaged as part of the  

NVIDIA HPC SDK (See issue12, page#3)? 

ANT Y A UP D AT ES AN D 

NEW S  

1. New Packages/Applications 
Installed 

 Upgraded NAG Compiler 
and NAG Library    

The latest available versions are 
available with modules: 
NAG/nag-compiler_71   
NAG/nag-intel32-library_27  
  

 DMTCP (Distributed Multi-
Threaded Checkpointing) 
Tool  

This is a checkpoint/restart tool for 
applications. The tool is available 
as module with name dmtcp. 
 

 OpenFOAM new module  
OpenFoam 'plus' version, exclu-
sively made for developers availa-
ble as module with name  
OpenFOAM-plus  

Enter your ANTYA 
Username and password 

In Sessions Tab, click on “Matlab” 
which will submit a job and open a 
new session. 
Note: There are no active sessions here 

New session  

Click on triple dots under Session Name “…” and click on “Open Session in 

New Tab”   

https://10.20.39.6:4443/pbsworks/login
https://www.ipr.res.in/ANTYA/Gananam_HPCNewsletter_IPR_Issue12_Nov2021.pdf
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Join the HPC Users Community  
hpcusers@ipr.res.in 
If you wish to contribute an article in 

GAṆANAM, please write to us. 

Contact us  
HPC Team 

Computer Division, IPR 
Email: hpcteam@ipr.res.in 

I N S T I T U T E  F O R  P L A S M A  R E S E A R C H ,  I N D I A  

On Demand Online Tutorial Session on 
HPC Environment for New Users Available 

Please send your request to  
hpcteam@ipr.res.in.   

Disclaimer: “ GAṆANAM ” is IPR's informal HPC Newsletter to disseminate technical HPC related work performed at IPR from time to time. Responsibility for the correctness of the 

Scientific Contents including the statements and cited resources lies solely with the Contributors.  
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 Converting Dos Files To Linux Compatible Files on ANTYA: 
Running Script Files Created on Windows Machine in a Linux Shell on ANTYA 

ANTYA HPC USERS’  

STATISTICS —

FEBRU ARY  

Total Successful Jobs — 3848   

Top Users (Cumulative Resources):  

This article covers the issue faced while running a bash script on ANTYA that has either been written or modified in a text 
editor on an MS Windows machine and how such an issue can be resolved.  
Demonstration of the Issue and Resolution on ANTYA 
Suppose you have created/modified a simple bash script for printing the hostname of the machine in an MS Windows 
system. The script, hostname.sh looks like the following (it has a blank line#2 introduced in the Windows editor): 

 

# Transfer this script to ANTYA and then run it which will give an unknown error about command not found. 

[user@login1 ~]$ bash hostname.sh 
hostname.sh: line 2: $'\r': command not found 

login1 
# There is Linux tool called dos2unix which is available by default on ANTYA to convert the files edited in Windows machine to Linux com-
patible format. Run this tool on the hostname.sh file. 

[user@login1 ~]$ dos2unix hostname.sh 

dos2unix: converting file hostname.sh to Unix format ... 

# Now run the same script again which should give the correct output without any error. 

[user@login1 ~]$ bash hostname.sh 

login1 

What dos2unix did?: There are different conventions about text files formats in Windows and Linux environments. 
Editing in Windows, when you “ENTER” to introduce a newline, it comprises two symbols “\r\n” to mark the end of a line whereas 
Linux systems use just a “\n” to mark the end of a line. dos2unix removes extra “\r” from Windows edited scripts and make them 
compatible to run on Linux. 
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“In ANTYA, if you get obscure errors like  

$'\r': command not found 

when running a script, most likely it is related to Windows file formatting” 

#!/bin/bash 

 

echo $HOSTNAME 


